LEAVE A LASTING LEGACY
AT BRENTWOOD PARK PLAYGROUND
To celebrate the 2nd anniversary of the playground Brentwood Borough Parks and Recreation
Department is excited to offer you the opportunity to purchase an engraved recognition brick(s)
with your own personal message. The bricks will be installed as a pathway leading to the
playground. Be among the many students, alumni, faculty, parents, staff, friends, and
businesses to purchase an engraved brick. Individualize a brick for your family, honor a loved
one, commemorate a special occasion, feature your business or make a memoriam. Your
personalized brick will become a path to the future, paving the way for generations to come.
It's easy to get started! Read on for details about how to take advantage of this exceptional
program that allows you to become a permanent part of the Brentwood Borough Park Playground!
Don’t Delay - Order Today!
Complete the order form on the next page or
visit www.brentwoodboro.com for additional ways to order
BRICK DETAILS:
 Bricks are engraved using state of the art laser technology.
 Available brick sizes are 4”x 8” for $50.00 and 8"x 8" for $75.00.
 A 3”x 3” Mini Commemorative Brick is also available for $30.00 with the purchase of a brick.
ENGRAVING INFORMATION:
 Characters include all letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and spaces.
 Limited clipart choices are available [clipart may be viewed at www.brentwoodboro.com]
 If ordering on paper order form please print legibly.
BRICK OPTIONS:
► 4”x8” Text Only Brick (3 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line) -- $50
► 4”x8” Text and Clipart Brick (3 lines of type with up to 12 characters per line, plus
clipart) -- $50
► 8”x8” Text Only Brick (6 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line) -- $75
► 8”x8” Text and Clipart Brick (4 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line, plus
clipart) -- $75
►3”X3” Mini Commemorative Brick (available with the purchase of a brick) - $30
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BRENTWOOD BOROUGH - BRICK ORDER FORM
4”x 8” Brick with text only or with clipart:









PLEASE
Print exactly what is to appear on the brick.
Punctuation and blank spaces MUST count as characters.
All characters will be automatically centered on the brick.
Each 4x8 inch brick may have 3 lines.
Bricks with text only may have 20 characters per line. All boxes may be used, including the shaded ones.
Bricks with clipart may have 12 characters per line. Use only the un-shaded boxes.
If you are purchasing a brick with clipart, enter the clipart code here:
Clipart Code:
Clipart may be viewed at www.brentwoodboro.com

PRINT LEGIBLY

** Please note: The following clipart numbers may NOT be used on the 4x8 brick.
They will not fit and still allow for the designated amount of characters. 2SB, 7SB, 9AN, 10A, 13B, 15SP **

8”x 8” Brick with text only or with clipart:








PLEASE PRINT
Print exactly what is to appear on the brick
Punctuation and blank spaces MUST count as characters
All characters will be automatically centered on the brick
Bricks with text only may have 6 lines with 20 characters per line. All boxes may be used, including the shaded ones.
Bricks with clipart may have 4 lines with 20 characters per line. Use only the un-shaded boxes.
If you are purchasing a brick with clipart, enter the clipart code here:
Clipart Code:
Clipart may be viewed at www.brentwoodboro.com

LEGIBLY

**If you wish to purchase multiple bricks, please make copies of this form. **
If you have any questions please e-mail jattanucci@brentwoodboro.com

FILL IN YOUR INFORMATION:
Name: ________________________________________________ Phone:
Address: _____________________________________________ Email:
______
City: _________________________ State: ___________________ Zip: ________________________
Order Information: Please check which brick option you are ordering and enclose the total payment due:







4x8 Text Only Brick ------------------ $50
4x8 Text and Clipart Brick ---------- $50
8x8 Text Only Brick ------------------- $75
8x8 Text and Clipart Brick ---------- $75
3x3 Commemorative Brick ---------- $30

Make checks payable to Brentwood Borough
Mail order form(s) and check to:
Brentwood Borough
ATTN: Parks & Rec Brick Order
3624 Brownsville Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15227

(Only available with the purchase of a brick)

Brentwood Borough reserves the right of refusal of any order found to be inappropriate, or in violation of,
the Brentwood Borough directives or guidelines.

